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Having spent all summer doing internal work, we are keen to share with you how our 
programme is unfolding, namely that the costs of our programmes are changing and 
our participation structure is adapting in order to hold all of this. We appreciate you 
taking the time to read this newsletter, it’s a very detailed email and hopefully you get 
more involved the more you read. 
 
Who we are (as of 1 October 2020)  
Directors: Taylor Le Melle, Jennifer Martin, Rhea Storr 
Members: Samara Addai, Sally Moussawi 
Advisory Board: Ego Ahaiwe-Sowinski, Amal Khalaf, Shama Khanna, Ayeisha 
Thomas-Smith, Rehana Zaman 
 
A draft of the cooperative’s Articles, which fully outlines these roles and other 
policies, will be published in early 2021. 
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 community n/n   
 
Effective 13 Aug 2020, all persons who would like to participate in any aspect of n/n 
programming must be signed up to community n/n. The suggested cost for 
membership in community n/n is a yearly subscription at £15 (+1.80£ postage) per 
year, and is most easily accessed through this link on our website.  
 
Why? 
The small scale at which we operate necessitates that we focus our capacity on 
participants who are actively engaged in the work that we do. Very soon, this shift will 
also mean that the programme will be a direct reflection of the desires of our 
community.    
 

https://not-nowhere.org/get-involved#community-n-n


We are a workers’ cooperative and this basic subscription fee sustains the benefits of 
membership overall. Read about our Pay What You Can concessionary rate 
applicable for community n/n here. 
  
 
What is the postage for? 
The postage is for the physical n/n card that will be sent, when you first sign up, to 
the address you provide. With every subsequent year’s subscription, you keep that 
same card, and the postage cost is used to send you one piece of printed matter 
related to moving image. 
 
This year we will send 2nd year community n/n subscribers an authorised-bootleg of 
Dan Ward’s Politics of Production, published by City Projects in 2019. Ward’s 
publication reports on the conditions for producing artists’ moving image. 
 
What about students?  
University Student is not a category that we consider a defacto qualification for 
concession rates to our programmes. We agree with those who feel that the quality 
of University education in the UK and worldwide has been severely challenged by 
rising tuition costs and casualisation of BIPOC staff at a disproportionate level. We 
encourage students who chose to remain within formal education, and who would 
like their access to our programming to be subsidised, to ask their department heads 
to facilitate your exposure to analogue film with not/nowhere. Email us for ideas on 
how to formulate this ask in your department. Also, we would love for you to get in 
touch if you are considering leaving formalised education and would like to speak 
about how not/nowhere could be an aspect of the alternative education you design 
for yourself or your community.  
 
Remember that you can claim the cost of community n/n membership, as well as any 
ensuing workshop or programme, on your Self Assessment Tax Return on the basis 
of ‘professional development’. 
 
How does it work?  
We are working this year to refine and build our cooperative governance structure. 
Have a look at these diagrams for a visual representation of how community n/n 
relates to the other roles in the cooperative. The written description is also available 
below.  
 
Community n/n subscribers are eligible to apply for work that becomes available 
within the cooperative (paid 25£/ hour flat rate), and after 100 hours of work are 
eligible to apply for membership. After 200 hours of work and no less than two 
workshops completed, members are eligible to apply for directorship.  
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 what we did while we were closed  
 
Continued support from ticket holders who opted to keep tickets for a later date was 
an instrumental aid to our continuity and internal work in the past months. 
 

• Second Draft of Articles completed August 2020 

• Devised a COVID-19 responsive Safe Working Policy for the Studio 

• We joined the UK government's disability confident scheme 

https://not-nowhere.org/about#paywhatyoucan
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RjXaA7ns7e2qNzZo8mb_QjUvxQ6wd-0r/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k-yKDiQA8ooJWtD4-Vq7-HuiWgbSzmJZ/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1eajhNhhTElZzxph4_armbU3si_aTQRotvQjlvVgY9tc/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1g6Fylqc_IWrBaikETL0g4pLvlfKZevWm/view?usp=sharing


• Bought equipment for two 2019-2020 programme artists, in support of their well-
being during the pandemic (Typewriter for headaches from too much screen time; 
Bicycle to facilitate necessary travel without public transportation) 

• Renovated the n/n studio with artist-technicians Joseph Bond and Jack Rooney 
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 community n/n sep 2020- dec 2021 programme  
 
This newsletter and social media communication will continue to be sent to everyone. 
Programmes that n/n participates in, and those hosted by other institutions, will 
continue to be available to everyone outside community n/n subscription. For details 
of the programme from January 2021 onward, check out our website and future 
newsletters. 
 
 
A. On-Demand: 
 
A.1. Enunciation, Cadence and Play; Christopher Kirubi 
This is a pre-recorded, practice-based writing workshop led by artist and poet 
Christopher Kirubi. Participants will receive an audio-link to listen to the workshop 
and follow along at their own pace; sign-up available here.  
 
All enrolled participants are invited to come to the online wrap-up and feedback 
session with Christopher and not/nowhere on 7 December, 5 - 630pm. This session 
is available at no additional cost; links will be sent a few days ahead of the session. 
 
*Workshop price includes the cost of a community n/n subscription, existing 
community n/n members should use their discount code at checkout. 
 
A.2. Writing: Sentence Structure; Taylor Le Melle 
In this writing workshop, participants will receive a pdf workbook to go through at 
their own pace (setting aside two hours is suggested). The workbook will discuss 
grammar and sentence structure as it can be used, and misused, in the English 
language. Geared towards artists who need a creative approach to loosening their 
writers' block. 
 
All enrolled participants are invited to come to the online wrap up and feedback 
session with Taylor and not/nowhere on 8 December, 5 - 630pm. This session is 
available at no additional cost; links will be sent a few days ahead of the session. 
 
*Workshop price includes the cost of a community n/n subscription, existing 
community n/n members should use their discount code at checkout. 
 
A.3. Camera-less Film Correspondence; Rhea Storr 
20 participants will receive a pack with 16mm clear film, some templates for 
animation work and previous examples of camera-less filmmaking. There will also be 
an instructional video for painting, drawing, animating and scratching into their film. 
Participants send back a prepaid package of their film to be digitised by a partnering 
lab and the final results will be made accessible online.  
 
Sign-ups will be opened on n/n website on 19 October. 
 

https://not-nowhere.org/on/workshop/enunciation-cadence-and-play
https://not-nowhere.org/on/workshop/enunciation-cadence-and-play
https://not-nowhere.org/on/workshop/writing-sentence-structure


*Arranged and organised for people who live and/or work in Lewisham Borough with 
the support of Lewisham Council. In partnership with On8mil www.on8mil.com/ 
 
 
B. Equipment Hire: 
 
B.1. Equipment Hire is back. 
n/n is firm in the belief that you can make a film in loads of different ways. You don't 
necessarily need to wait for a grant from a large institution to make your film. Just 
start shooting! Talk to us if you have questions: 
 
Booking for no/contact pick up and drop off on M/ W/ F is now re-opened, Email 
hire@not-nowhere.org to arrange. 
 
C. October Programmes: 
 
C.1. October 12 - 16 
Writing for Performance and Video; Daniella Valz Gen 
A practice-oriented workshop with the aim to explore playful approaches towards 
writing in relation to other mediums. This session is focused on writing for live 
performance and developing text alongside moving image. We will look at examples 
together and engage in a variety of exercises to develop tools to assist our writing 
processes. 
 
This workshop will take place in person at the studio, and has been adapted so that 
no more than three persons are in the studio during the workshop (including n/n 
worker). 
 
*Workshop price includes the cost of a community n/n subscription, existing 
community n/n members should use their discount code at checkout. 
 
D. November 
 
D.1. November Week 3 – Week 4 TBA 
One-on-One Writing Tutorials; Daniella Valz Gen, Taylor Le Melle and Noor Afshan 
Mirza 
 
D.2. Super8 Correspondence Tutorials, Jennifer Martin (Production) 
 
D.3. 19 November  
Lab Essays; Rhea Storr 
Co-director and head of lab Rhea Storr will release the first of ten micro-essays with 
a focus on Black American filmmakers shooting on analogue film. 
 
 
E. December 
 
E.1.  December Week 1 - 2 
One-on-One Writing Tutorials; Daniella Valz Gen, Taylor Le Melle and Noor Afshan 
Mirza 
 
E.2. Bolex 16mm Correspondence Tutorials, Rhea Storr (Production) 
 
E.3. Super8 Correspondence Tutorials, Jennifer Martin (Release) 
 

https://www.on8mil.com/
mailto:hire@not-nowhere.org
mailto:hire@not-nowhere.org
https://not-nowhere.org/on/workshop/writing-with-performance-and-video
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 online resources & comms   
 
Upcoming on Instagram: 
 
Shot On; Jennifer Martin 
n/n co-director Jennifer Martin highlights equipment from the n/n lab in relation to 
how those cameras and lens have been used in artist film and feature film 
 
Literally Anything; Mattina Hiwaizi  
and other coop workers will share videos and photos of ‘literally anything’. 
 
@not.nowhere 
 
Vimeo: 
 
16mm Bolex, by Rhea Storr 
Highlights images that were made during her Bolex Intensive workshop between 
2018 and 2020 
 
Found Footage, by Rhea Storr 
Highlights images that were made during her Found Footage workshop between 
2018 and 2020 
 
Via Email: 
Protect Your Energy, Email; Taylor Le Melle 
For Deptford X, Support Network 
Toolkit for BIPOC will be released by Deptford X, Sarah@deptfordx.org 
 
Online: 
Finding by Doing; Taylor Le Melle and Richard Birkett in conversation  
Recorded and Edited by Sandra Jean-Pierre for not/nowhere 
Hosted by: curatedby, Vienna, Austria 
https://felixgaudlitz.com/etc/finding-by-doing-taylor-le-melle-and-richard-birkett-in-
conversation/ 
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 From our friends  
 
The production team for Evan Ifekoya’s new film project centred around the idea of 
“blackness in abundance” is looking for black or POC women or non-binary people 
for the following paid roles: 
  
Editor 
Colourist 
Lighting 
Costume 
Sound design 
 
Reply to info@not-nowhere.org and we will forward onwards.. 
 

http://instagram.com/not.nowhere
https://vimeo.com/427683496
https://vimeo.com/425952315
mailto:sarah@deptfordx.org
https://felixgaudlitz.com/etc/finding-by-doing-taylor-le-melle-and-richard-birkett-in-conversation/
https://felixgaudlitz.com/etc/finding-by-doing-taylor-le-melle-and-richard-birkett-in-conversation/
mailto:info@not-nowhere.org


 
10 October 2020, Lux Moving Image 
 
Two Free spaces for a community n/n subscriber to attend this workshop from Lux: 
Workshop exploring audio description for artists' moving image on 10 October 
 
In this interactive session, we will explore different types of experimental audio 
description for blind and/or partially sighted audiences and how to centre those users 
in future described work. The event consists of a talk followed by a Q&A and a 
collaborative workshop, scripting a short film from LUX’s archive. The film will be sent 
ahead of the workshop. 
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/audio-description-translating-moving-images-tickets-
122419830007 
 
(Reply to info@not-nowhere.org and we will arrange your place with Lux) 
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 cooperative reads  
 
Read adrienne maree brown’s Emergent Strategy for more on the benefits of staying 
small.  
 
Read Eden Medina’s Cybernetic Revolutionaries: Technology and Politics in 
Allende's Chile on cybernetic governance.  
 

 

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/audio-description-translating-moving-images-tickets-122419830007
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/audio-description-translating-moving-images-tickets-122419830007
mailto:info@not-nowhere.org

